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What are you studying?

LLB in Law

Where are you studying?

University of Johannesburg

How do you want the Efeng Bacha Initiative to assist
your entrepreneurship journey?

I want to shy away from the common help many
businesses always seek for which is “Funds”, as much as it
is a primary focus we all could cry for but my primary focus
is that I want the Efeng Bacha Initiative to help me get
entrepreneurship skills which are amongst others, how to
handle a business, how to keep a business floating, how to
work with people and how to give back to the community
through the business. In that manner the Initiative would
have helped me big time because we can all be
entrepreneurs in the world but good and skilful ones are a
few and that is what makes many businesses to fail.

How do you #ServeLikeMadiba?

I involve myself in community-based projects that seek to make a
difference in the society. I serve the community by making sure every
issue they have regarding youth problems is solved, only where I can be
able to help seeing that our communities have been deserted so I take
advantage of platforms such as these ones to raise community
problems and generate solutions that I have to go implement. As much
as I, personally, become the voice of the voiceless but I also make sure
that the voices of both a girl and a boy child are not supressed by
anyone and whatever proble m or ideas they raise is heard. Serving like
Madiba in a way that lets the community #ThumaMina.

As a #legacyleader, what is your advice to the
children and youth of our nation?

Children and Youth of South Africa should stand up and fight
for their future, get hold of it before it slips away taking into
consideration the status quo of the societal problems facing us,
to prevent a situation whereby in the future we have to
outsource Presidents, CEO’s, Managers, Activists of Change
because we don’t have them. We must change the world
because the future belongs to no one but us, we must wake up
and stop smelling the coffee and drink it before it is too late!

What is the legacy you hope to leave one day?

I want to leave a positive change on as many people that I
can, I want to leave the culture of talking when it is not
fashionable to do so, to be active in many things that
concern the youth. I want my accomplishments to inspire
the future generations to be activist of change
everywhere they are, no matter the dynamics that may
want to stop them. I want to leave a legacy of being vocal
no matter your age, a legacy of confidence amongst
those who often think they are not important.

What is your favourite Nelson Mandela quote?

“Lead from the back and let
others believe they are in front”.

